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Abstract: Smart Farming Technologies (SFTs) have a real potential to deliver more productive and sustainable agricultural production. However, limited empirical research is available on the role played by objective and subjective factors in the adoption of such disruptive innovations, especially in the Italian context. This study investigated the role of education, farm size, being a sole farmer, and perceived barriers in affecting the use of SFTs in a sample of Italian farmers from the Piedmont region (North-West Italy). Three hundred and ten farming operators were questioned via a paper-and-pencil questionnaire. The analyses showed that low levels of education and working on-farm alone were positively associated with perceived economic barriers, which in turn were negatively associated with the adoption of SFTs. Farm size had a positive direct effect on SFT adoption. The results pointed out the need for targeted policies and training interventions to encourage the use of SFTs.
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1. Introduction

Agriculture is the oldest sector of the economy and after a period of consolidation of technologies since 1990–2000, it has experienced a spectacular evolution under the so-called Precision Agriculture (PA). Geo-positioning systems, geomapping, sensors and actuators, assisted and automatic guidance steering systems, and electronic communications are examples of technologies that working together makes it possible to adopt the variable rate technology, the most advanced example of integration of PA [1,2]. Smart Farming goes beyond the response of PA technologies to the field variability through the rapid advancement in the last decade of a combination of internet technologies and future-oriented technologies such as the internet of things (IoT), cloud computing and data analytics techniques, ability to store and process data, and to return information for decision making in real-time [1–3]: thus, smart farming has a strong relation, but it is not limited, to the concepts of PA.

These technologies, together with synthetic biology, neurotechnologies, nanomaterials, advance energy and storage technologies are expected to disrupt and greatly affect economies and societies over the next future (10–15 years) unfolding their effects on the entire agricultural value chain [2,4,5]. Smart Farming Technologies (SFTs) are recognized to have a real potential to deliver several advantages to agriculture: a more productive, profitable and sustainable agricultural production, based on a more precise and resource-efficient approach able to reduce the ecological footprint of this sector, safer and better quality products and enhanced consumers’ products acceptance through traceability and new direct forms of interaction among farmers, traders, processors, retailers...
and consumers [6], and safer and healthier working conditions for the agricultural workforce [7]. This is a fundamental issue if we consider that it is expected that the world population will further expand from the current 6 billion to 9–11 billion people in 2050 and this population will need to be fed within the limits of planet Earth’s carrying capacity [8].

As noticed by Long and colleagues [9], a still limited amount of empirical research is available about farmers’ views on the adoption of such disruptive technologies and innovations in developed and developing countries. These studies covered different practices within Australian agriculture [10], vineyards in New Zealand [11], Australian wool farmers [12], wine and sheep industries in the USA and Australia [13], seed-potato growing in the Netherlands [14], and citrus farming in Brazil [15]. Additional initiatives in such domain are reported in O’Grady and O’Hare [16]. Overall, the previous research pointed out a low level of SFT adoption, often highlighting the seemingly irrational and inefficient outcomes of technological innovation adoption. For instance, successfully adopted technologies and innovations may be nevertheless rejected by the users who go back to the original practice or technology even where benefits were being enjoyed [10–12,16].

To interpret these results, different factors have been singled out [17,18]. Farmers’ education affected the use of SFTs, with less educated persons being usually less confident and less inclined towards the use of technologies [19,20] and not having the knowledge to understand the benefits or to manage them [3,16]. The adoption of SFTs was reported to be lower also among sole farmers and in small farms: indeed, as noticed by Giannakis and colleagues [21] for sensor network irrigation technology in southern Europe countries, the presence of small and split-up holdings does not create the adequate economies of scale for the uptake of the technology. As pointed out by Long and colleagues [9], the heterogeneity of farms and operator’s characteristics can explain SFTs uptake through “the primacy of perception, in terms of the perceived (rather than actual) benefits of adoption” (p. 13). Perceptual and attitudinal aspects of human behavior are indeed important drivers for decisions, which can affect the behavior toward new technologies [19]. The core subjective factor which has been investigated in previous studies is farmers’ perception of the financial cost of technological innovation, its economic benefits, and its appropriateness in fitting the “day-to-day” reality on a farm [19,20]. Perceived high investments and poor returns have been pointed out as significantly lowering SFTs adoption [13]. A survey performed by Kernecker and colleagues [22] in 7 European countries indicated that some of the key improvements of SFTs are related to costs, in terms of reduction and increased cost-benefit clarity. Statistics Denmark reported that in 2018 only one out of four farmers used precision technology in some form, and half of the farmers not using precision technology mentioned that costs relative to expected benefits were too high [23]. Based on a multi-temporal survey investigation, Reichardt and Jurgens [24] showed that most of the farmers in Germany neither used any smart farming technology nor considered introducing it to their farms; the high costs for the technology, especially in combination with a small farm size were the main reasons why most of the farmers hesitated to introduce any of the technologies. Besides this economic concern, another relevant variable affecting the use of technology which has been underinvestigated in agriculture (for exceptions see [10] and [25]) is represented by the commercial aspects: the use of overly scientific language or jargon in presenting the technology to the consumers and the difficulties in being trained and supported in the case of malfunction were shown to be relevant factors in hindering the use of technology in many sectors [26], since without these facilitating factors the potential users may not have the necessary skills and capabilities to integrate and use the innovation.

**Context and Aims of the Present Study**

As regards technological innovation in agriculture, statistics show that while in the USA possibly up to 80% of farmers use some kind of SFTs, on farms in European Union Countries, the rate is no more than 25% [27]. Adoption of SFTs represents a strategic priority of the EU policies, and a Horizon 2020 thematic network has been developed, the Smart-AKIS (Agricultural Knowledge and Innovation System) Network [28], to bridge the gap between the field and research on the identification and
delivery of new Smart Farming solutions to fit farmers’ needs [28,29]. Italy is the second agricultural power in the EU-28, with a turnover of more than EUR 55 billion in 2015 [30]. With 1,620,884 active farms operating on an agricultural area of almost 13 million hectares, in 2010, one out of four of the EU-28’s holdings was in Italy [31]. According to the data from the 2010 Sixth General Agricultural Census, the average Utilized Agricultural Area (UAA) of the Italian agricultural holdings is 7.9 hectares [32], while the average size of farms in the 28 European Union countries, in the same year, was about 16.1 hectares [30]. In Italy, farms smaller than 5 hectares account for 73% of the total, while holdings with a standard value production of less than € 8000 represent 62% of the total Italian farms [31]. Italian agriculture employs around 3,900,000 people, with 15.2% distributed in the North-West, 22% in the North-East, 13.6% in the Centre, and the remaining, nearly 50%, in the South. According to the last agricultural census, most of the farm owners (58%) are in the age range 35–64, while nearly 5% is in the age 20–34 years. About 32% of the farm owners have a middle school diploma, while 22% have a level of education equal to high school and 6% have a university degree [32]. Employment of foreigners in the Italian agriculture continues to increase, attaining 147,000 units in 2016 (16.9% of the total agricultural workforce) [33]. As regards the use of SFTs, the last agricultural census reported that only 61,000 out of 1.6 million farms recorded in the census were using Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) [34], pushing the Italian policy makers to adopt strategic national guidelines to support the development and adoption of SFTs [35].

The Piedmont region is in the North West part of Italy. The Piedmont represents about 4% and 8% of the total national agricultural holdings and Utilized Agricultural Area (UAA), respectively. In the Piedmont, there are approximately 1 million hectares of UAA and 67,000 agricultural holdings with an average surface of 15 ha, very similar to those of the neighbouring regions of the Po valley (Lombardia 18 ha, Emilia Romagna 14.5 ha), while larger when compared to the national average (7.9 ha). The Piedmont covers 35% of the Po River catchment; 41% of the UAA is on the plane, mainly with maize-based systems, while 31% is on the hills, mainly with vineyards and winter cereals [36]. The average standard output of farms from the Piedmont is approximately 60,000 €: it can be considered representative of the Italian national average (35,000 €) when compared to the outperforming (Lombardia, 135,000 €; Emilia Romagna, 90,000 €) or underperforming (Liguria and Puglia, 12,000 €; Calabria, 10,000 €) regions [24]. The composition of the average Piedmont farm standard output is very similar to those from other Northern Italian regions (Veneto, Emilia Romagna, Friuli-Venezia Giulia) and to the Italian average: 50% from plant/vegetable, 40% from livestock and 10% from mixed systems [36]. The average gross saleable production for hectare of the farms in the Piedmont is about 4800 €, slightly higher that the national average (3600 €) but lower than that from outperforming Italian North-East regions (5500 €) [36]. The Piedmont agricultural workforce represents about 4% of the national workforce in this sector, and foreign workers account for about 7% of the employees [37]. Most of the farm owners are in the age range 35–64 (63%) and have a level of education equal to that of middle school (about 37%), whereas 25% have a high school diploma and fewer than 5% have a university degree [32]. Even in the Piedmontese context, as reported also at the national level, Smart Farming is struggling to spread among end users [38,39]. This phenomenon is observed despite the fact that there are numerous initiatives at the regional level to promote the creation of innovative firms in the agricultural sector. Only in 2017, the Piedmont region financed 14 research and development projects for over 4.5 million euros within the Agrifood Innovation Pole, in order to support innovation and competitiveness of the agri-food sector, by networking the knowledge of small and medium enterprises, innovative start-ups, large companies and research institutions [40].

Despite these figures, there is a lack of research about SFTs and factors affecting their adoption in Italy and in the Piedmont in particular. Previous studies by Cavallo and colleagues [38] investigated Italian farmers’ attitudes toward technological innovations in agriculture, pointing out different user profiles with various degrees of openness to technological solutions. However, the innovations considered in those studies dealt mainly with the technological features equipping the tractors, and the promoting/hindering factors for their adoption were not investigated. Long and colleagues [9] pointed
out the existence of different perceived barriers in the adoption of technological innovation among farmers of different European countries (including Italy). Nonetheless, the barriers were investigated only as regards one type of technology (i.e., climate-smart agriculture) and they were explored by means of a literature review and qualitative semi-structured interviews, thus without considering the quantitative relationships between these variables and the adoption of technological solutions.

Based on the analysis of the available literature about SFTs adoption and the characteristics of the Italian context and the Piedmont in particular, this study aimed at investigating the role played by sociodemographic variables (education), farming system characteristics (farm size and being a sole farmer), and subjective factors (farmers’ perceived barriers) in affecting the use of SFTs in a sample of Piedmontese farmers. The following four hypotheses were tested. Based on Long and colleagues [9], we hypothesized that working alone will show a positive association with perceived economic (H1a) and commercial (H1b) barriers, and that working on a large farm will show a negative association with both perceived economic (H2a) and commercial (H2b) barriers. Based on Pierpaoli and colleagues [19], being a highly educated farmer is expected to have a negative association with perceived economic (H3a) and commercial (H3b) barriers. In their turn, and based on Long and colleagues [9], Adrian and colleagues [20], and Daberkow and McBride [17], perceived economic (H4a) and commercial (H4b) barriers will be negatively related to the actual use of SFTs. The tested hypotheses are summarized in Figure 1. As suggested by the methodological literature [41], in the model, we tested the direct effects linking the independent and the dependent variables without the intervention of the mediators, even though we did not draw any hypothesis on such links.

![Figure 1. Expected relations among the model’s variables.](image)

Based on the range of technology fields encompassed by the definition of Smart Farming [19], and considering previous evidence from Kernecker and colleagues [22] on the most and least important SFTs for farm operation according to European farmers, the model was tested across farming technologies divided into two groups, to determine whether the same patterns of variables and associations can be identified: management information systems (e.g., technologies for collecting, storing, processing, and disseminating data for decision making) vs in-field advanced working tools (such as robots and autonomous machines and traditional machines, such as tractors, with embedded PA devices/systems). Understanding the role played by different variables related to both the farming system and to the operators, in promoting or hindering the adoption of SFTs, could highlight possible solutions in terms of policies, work re-organization and/or operators’ training, to support and promote
the use of SFTs. This is particularly relevant for the European, and in particular the Italian, context, since the adoption of SFTs is still in its early stages in these areas, and the characteristics of the farming system may discourage the adoption of technological solutions [31].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants and Setting

The participants were recruited among the visitors of the 36th National Exhibition of Agricultural Mechanization in Savigliano, the largest agricultural machinery exhibition in the Piedmont region (Northwestern Italy). The Savigliano Exhibition is a public event that mostly features equipment but also attracts people and families because of its recreational and entertaining activities. Agricultural exhibitions play an important role in the life of Italian small country towns, where they often combine amusement elements, breeding stock exhibitions and sports happenings, with lectures, seminars and conferences. Since the agricultural population is spread across the country and has varying operating schedules, agricultural machinery exhibitions are one of the best occasions where a large and wide-ranging group of farmers, agricultural workers and other agricultural business operators come together. Therefore, such events provide a suitable place to conduct surveys and other data collection activities [24,38,42,43].

2.2. Instrument

The participants were administered a paper-and-pencil questionnaire. The sections and items of the questionnaire were developed considering previous instruments [38,42] and the main critical issues raised in previous studies about the adoption of SFTs [9]. The questionnaire was pilot-tested with 9 operators before being submitted to the sample of the present investigation.

The questionnaire started with the presentation of two groups of images. In group 1, there were represented drones, sensors for data acquisition and automatic download, and agricultural apps (SFT Type 1). In group 2, there were pictures of agricultural robots and autonomous machines, and tractors equipped with CAN-bus (the controller area network (CAN) bus is an electronic system connecting components of the tractor (engine, transmission, hydraulic system), implements (Seeder, fertilizer spreader, etc), and sensors (typically GPS positioning system) to effectively control the various systems and to increase the productivity [44,45]). (SFT Type 2). Images have been selected to represent the two groups of technologies investigated, the management information systems (SFT Type 1) and the in-field advanced working tools technologies (SFT Type 2), being attractive and as much as possible explicative of their possible use. After the participants were explained what technology the pictures represented, they were asked to choose one of them based on the fact that they either have had a direct experience of any of the depicted SFTs, or they have been using them or they have heard about them from someone else. After this choice, the participants were asked whether they actually used some of the technologies belonging to the SFT type they have chosen (0 = do not use, 1 = use it at least some times a year).

Then, participants had to indicate on a 2-category format (0 = no, 1 = yes) whether they considered (in case of actual users) would consider (in case of non-users) any of the following aspects as regards the adoption of the selected group of SFTs: low cost-benefit ratio, insufficient external subsidy to get SFT, uncertain results, lack of other farmers to share the costs with, scarce matching with farmers’ needs, low after-sale technical support, hard to be trained, and inaccessible language. The items were developed based on the barriers identified in previous studies [9,26] and those reported in the questionnaire by Kernecker and colleagues [22]. A standard socio demographic form, assessing also participants’ relation with work (profession, years of experience in the agricultural sector, farm size and being a sole farmer) and their technological background (use of ICT in everyday life) closed the questionnaire.
2.3. Procedure

The questionnaire was handed out to people walking through the exhibition by trained research assistants. The assistants explained the aims of the study and informed the participants that the questionnaire was anonymous. No incentive was offered to participate in the survey. The questionnaire was in Italian and it took approximately 7–8 min to be filled in. The response rate was approximately 79%.

2.4. Statistical Analyses

In previous studies, the role played by sociodemographic variables, farming system characteristics and perceptual factors has been usually analyzed through discrete choice (logit or probit) models [13]. These models consider all the variables at the same hierarchical level, not taking into account that farmers’ perceptions may be outcomes of some, and predictors of other, variables at the same time, as it was shown to be the case in other processes like those leading to a farm accident [42]. To overcome this issue, in the present study we decided to test our hypotheses by means of a mediation analysis [41]. A mediation model seeks to identify and explain the mechanism that underlies an observed relationship between an independent variable and a dependent variable via the inclusion of a third variable, known as a mediator. Rather than a direct causal relationship between the independent variable and the dependent variable, a mediation model proposes that the independent variable influences the mediator variable, which in turn influences the dependent variable, allowing the researcher to detect the reason of the association between the independent and dependent variables.

Descriptive statistics were calculated for the variables of interest and then a structural equations model (Maximum Likelihood extraction) was estimated using Amos 22.0 [46]. The fit of the model was evaluated through the combination of different indexes: the Incremental Fit Index (IFI [47]), the Comparative Fit Index (CFI [48]), and the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA [49]).

To investigate whether the variables and their relationships vary between the two types of SFTs, the structural invariance of the model across the two types of SFTs (Type 1: sensors for data acquisition and automatic download, and agricultural apps (n = 115) vs Type 2: agricultural robots and autonomous machines (n = 195)) was tested.

3. Results

The study involved a sample of 310 farming operators (97.1% men, M\text{age} = 39.85 years, SD = 17.44). On average, the participants have been working in agriculture for 19.96 years (SD = 16.80). As regards the use of ICT in everyday life, 65.6% of the sample declared to use some technological devices (PCs, smartphone or tablet) almost every day, 18.0% sometimes and 16.4% never used them. As regards the investigated SFTs, 37.1% of the participants focused on SFT Type 1, whereas 62.9% chose SFT Type 2. Overall, 74.8% of the interviewed people reported not to use the type of SFTs they have chosen (in particular, 75.7% for Type 1 and 74.4% for Type 2). Table 1 reports the additional descriptive statistics for the variables investigated in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary school</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secondary school</td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>59.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Degree and over</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm size (ha)</td>
<td>Up to 2</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 to 9</td>
<td>37.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 to 29</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30 to 49</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 and over</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Working alone</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>72.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived economic barriers</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived commercial barriers</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants’ scores on the questionnaire scales (first 5 items representing economic barriers, Cronbach’s α = 0.530; the other three the commercial barriers, Cronbach’s α = 0.478) were computed as a sum of the score given for each item. The alphas of the scales were below the usual 0.7 threshold. However, this was due to the low number of their items more than to their low correlation. Indeed, two confirmatory factor analyses showed that the scale on the economic barriers was unidimensional, $\chi^2 (5) = 2.065$, $p = 0.840$, $IFI = 1.000$, $CFI = 1.000$, $RMSEA = 0.000$ (Confidence Interval (CI) = 0.000, 0.045). The same held true as concerns the battery on commercial barriers, $\chi^2 (6) = 0.000$, $p = 1.000$, $IFI = 1.000$, $CFI = 1.000$, $RMSEA = 0.225$ (CI = 0.172, 0.282).

The structural equations model showed that H2a, H2b, and H4b were falsified. Indeed, the farm size did not show any significant association with either perceived economic or commercial barriers ($b = -0.01$, $SE = 0.01$, $p = 0.85$ and $b = -0.06$, $SE = 0.02$, $p = 0.28$). Moreover, commercial barriers did not show any significant association with the actual use of SFTs ($b = -0.08$, $SE = 0.16$, $p = 0.15$). All the other paths of the model were statistically significant (see Figure 2). Consistent with H1a and H1b, working alone was positively associated with both economic and commercial barriers. Consistent with H3a and H3b, education showed a negative association with perceived economic and commercial barriers. Consistent with H4a, perceived economic barriers were negatively associated with actual use of SFTs. Finally, farm size showed a direct (i.e., without any mediation) significant positive association with the actual use of SFTs. The fit of the model was satisfactory, $\chi^2 (8) = 12.148$, $p = 0.145$, $IFI = 0.976$, $CFI = 0.973$, $RMSEA = 0.025$ (90% CI = 0.000, 0.061). Table 2 shows that the two indirect effects we modelled reached statistical significance.

Table 2. Indirect associations of education and working alone with SFT adoption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived economic barriers SFT adoption</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Farm Size</th>
<th>Working Alone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.079</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. $p < 0.05$.

Supplementary analyses tested the structural invariance of the model across the two groups of technologies. Based on Reise and colleagues [50], we compared the fit of a baseline model, in which we tested our model simultaneously on both groups of technologies, with that of an invariant model, in which we constrained the parameters to be equal across SFT Type 1 vs SFT Type 2. The hypothesis of invariance can be accepted if the difference in the $\chi^2$ value of the invariant model compared to that of the baseline model is not significant for a number of degrees of freedom equal to the difference in degrees of freedom of the two models, i.e., if constraining the parameters to invariance does not determine a significant worsening in the model fit. For our model, the hypothesis of invariance could be accepted. Indeed, the fit of the baseline model, $\chi^2 (16) = 19.128$, $p = 0.262$, $IFI= 0.976$, $CFI = 0.973$, $RMSEA = 0.025$ (90% CI = 0.000, 0.061) was statistically equal to that of the invariant model $\chi^2 (22) = 26.682$, $p = 0.224$, $IFI = 0.962$, $CFI = 0.960$, $RMSEA = 0.026$ (90% CI = 0.000, 0.057), $\chi^2 (6) = 7.554$, $p = 0.272$. 
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with the perception of economic and commercial barriers, and they predict the adoption of SFTs via promoting the adoption of sustainable innovations in agriculture [53,54]. In particular, Genius and Koundouri [55] in their study about irrigation technology adoption pointed out the importance of economic benefit of SFTs. Previous studies pointed out the relevance of formal communication channels in promoting the adoption of targeted information campaigns to maximise the perceived economic barriers. As with any business, farmers have an interest in maximizing production and making a profit [51]; thus, governmental policies and financial support can reduce the actual economic barriers, but they may not be sufficient to capture the full complexity of farmers’ attitudes and beliefs [52]. Other factors related to the cultural accessibility of SFTs should be taken into account and addressed, with both a restyling of the way in which SFTs are presented on the farm and low education were positively associated with the perception of economic and commercial barriers, and they predict the adoption of SFTs via the mediation of perceived economic barriers (significant paths in bold solid lines). Errors are omitted; standardized parameters (i.e., regression β coefficients) are displayed. Note. ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

4. Discussion

The present study investigated how individual- and farming-related factors affect the adoption of different SFTs via the mediation of perceived economic and commercial barriers in a sample of Italian farmers. The study added a novel contribution to previous knowledge on technological innovation uptake in farming, by pointing out that different variables intervene at different levels in the process leading to SFTs adoption. Furthermore, the study investigated this issue in Italy, an often neglected context even though it is a good representation of a large percentage of the European agricultural system and its characteristics.

Overall, consistent with previous studies performed in different countries [11,12], the results showed a low uptake of both types of the investigated technologies, even though participants reported to be familiar with ICT in their daily life. This discrepancy between a quite common use of ICT in everyday life and its low adoption in agricultural business in the studied sample stresses the importance of identifying which critical factors would benefit from targeted interventions to promote SFTs diffusion among farmers.

The analyses showed that working alone on a farm and low education were positively associated with the perception of economic and commercial barriers, and they predict the adoption of SFTs via the mediation of perceived economic barriers. As with any business, farmers have an interest in maximizing production and making a profit [51]; thus, governmental policies and financial support can reduce the actual economic barriers, but they may not be sufficient to capture the full complexity of farmers’ attitudes and beliefs [52]. Other factors related to the cultural accessibility of SFTs should be taken into account and addressed, with both a restyling of the way in which SFTs are presented on the market, and the promotion of targeted information campaigns to maximise the perceived economic benefit of SFTs. Previous studies pointed out the relevance of formal communication channels in promoting the adoption of sustainable innovations in agriculture [53,54]. In particular, Genius and Koundouri [55] in their study about irrigation technology adoption pointed out the importance of providing extension services to effectively assist farmers in building knowledge about the benefits of new technologies and promoting their adoption.
Being a sole farmer puts high time and economic pressures on the individual, and requires creative ways to complete a job, with an increased exposure to occupational accidents and injuries [56]. More and more automated tasks may make farm operations easier, especially when it comes to using heavy equipment or performing physical tasks [57], and reduce farmers’ occupational safety risk exposure [27]. Given the high rate of sole farmers in Italy [34] and in the rest of the European Union [58], the relationship between working alone and adopting some technological solutions on farm should be further investigated.

As regards education, the present results are consistent with previous evidence [20] and they raise some considerations about the need to equip farmers with the right mix of both job-specific and cross-cutting core skills to make them able to see the economic benefits and access SFTs. To deal with this issue, new forms of presentation and learning of SFTs may be encouraged, addressing especially low-educated farmers, by using virtual classes, e-learning, and blended training programmes (virtual and on-site learning) [27].

With regard to farm size, the present study showed that working on a small farm lowered the adoption of SFTs. This result is consistent with previous evidence [20] and the same pattern has been observed in different countries whose agricultural systems are characterized by small farms rather than big plots of land [21,27]. Smaller farmers are typically not able to keep up with new technologies because of the lack of investment capital or knowledge, thus creating a large digital divide between big and small farmers [27], increasing the likelihood that educated workforce available in small farms exit to other sectors [59]. New education forms such as those focusing on the role of experienced farmers as mentors [60] may be particularly useful, since smaller farmers often find it challenging to participate in costly and time-intensive traditional training forms. Furthermore, stimulating international exchange of knowledge and ideas and new forms of cooperation between farmers and farms, and encouraging global collaboration may all be effective ways to reach out to smaller farms.

In Northern Italian regions, a total of 322 startups are defined as “agrifood cores”, and they grew by +74% in one year, from 2016 to 2017 [61]. Despite the innovative thrust promoted by the ever-increasing number of startups and the potential benefits of Smart Farming in terms of cost reduction, quality and crop yield, the present study and other research conducted in the Piedmont area confirmed the poor acceptance and poor adoption of new technologies to support agricultural activity [39]. Strong public intervention will be needed to create the suitable conditions for new business models and new economic opportunities along the agricultural value chain, so that new technologies might not be developed, marketed and adopted by large-scale operations only [2]. It is recognized that the SFTs can provide great environmental benefits, for example, through a more efficient use of water, chemicals and other inputs based on site-specific needs, helping farmers to cope with labor shortage and aging of the rural population, and can lead to new forms of diversification on farms, being a lever to boost growing trends such as farming of high quality or peculiar varieties, organic farming, or growing crops for fair and equitable trade, supported by the increasing consumer, society and market consciousness [6,22,62]. Thus, the access to SFTs should also be encouraged by targeted incentives and support programmes both in developed and developing countries aimed at removing, or at least reducing, the barriers to adoption of the SFTs the study pointed out. For example, in the European Union, the policy makers should consider supporting the introduction and adoption of SFTs among the measures of the next Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) for the years 2021–2027 to cope with the aims the European Commission has so far proposed: to react to challenges such as climate change and generational renewal while ensuring high-quality and safe food and a competitive European agricultural sector [63].

Limitations of the Present Study and Possible Research Developments

Some limitations of the present study should be acknowledged. The survey was carried out in the Piedmont region, Northwestern Italy, and it involved a non-random sample of farm operators, selected among the visitors of an agricultural exhibition. Previous studies have shown that farmers from the Piedmont can be usefully surveyed to analyze the dynamics of the Italian farming population [42,43].
With regard to the participants’ selection procedure, since the participants were recruited during an exhibition, one could argue that our sample was probably composed of farmers who were more open to innovation compared to nonparticipants. If this were true, our sampling process could lead to a selection bias. However, due to the very peculiar characteristics of the Savigliano exhibition (which combines amusement elements with seminars and conferences), we are confident that the participants involved in the study nicely represented both the “innovative” and “unwilling” adopters, following the categorization of technology users provided by Cavallo and colleagues [39]. In addition, since we were interested in studying the relations between variables in at least bivariate analyses and not their absolute state as resulting from univariate analyses, the bias arising from the lack of complete representativeness of the sample is significantly less impactful [64]. Thus, as a whole, we are confident about the validity of our results. However, more generalizable results will be available by extending further studies to additional areas of the country. For instance, a previous study investigating the innovation capacity of small olive and wine firms in southern Italy (Campania region, [65]) through cluster analysis pointed out that non-innovators represented the largest cluster of the analyzed sample, and they faced obstacles to innovation similar to those considered in this study. Replicating the same analysis performed in this study in this and other Italian Mediterranean regions characterized by different types of farming operations would provide a wider view on the critical variables for innovation adoption.

The findings of this study need to be interpreted with caution due to the heavy reliance on self-report measures, whose potential biasing effects must be acknowledged [66]. In a future development of the research, it would be useful to gather some objective indicators such as the farm turnover and the actual participation in specific training programs and activities. Finally, agriculture is characterized by a dynamic environment where situational variables are likely to have a considerable influence on farmer decision-making processes regarding technological adoption. Future research should incorporate longitudinal designs to investigate the pathways of this decision-making process over time and across situations. This would also allow to investigate the effects of ageing of the farming population on farmers’ aptitude to innovate [21].

5. Conclusions

Smart Farming applications do not target only large, conventional farming exploitations, but could also be new levers to boost other common or growing trends in agricultural exploitations, such as family farming and organic farming. Moreover, SFTs contribute to provide great benefits in terms of environmental issues, for example, through a more efficient use of natural resources such as water, or reducing input in pesticides and nutrients. Previous studies reported low levels of SFTs adoption, but factors affecting SFTs adoption have been underinvestigated in Italy and in the Piedmont region in particular. The present study focused on the Piedmontese context to point out some critical variables, related to both the farming system and individual characteristics which should be addressed to increase SFTs adoption among farmers. Perceived economic barriers play a relevant role in mediating the effects of education and being a sole farmer on SFTs uptake, pointing out the relevance of institutional interventions and policies to encourage the use of SFTs. Much effort should also be employed to train operators to make them aware about the useful and effective returns of SFT adoption, regardless of the specific type of technology considered.
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